How it works:

• Click Button 1 to consult the Schedule 1 Chapter Index and determine which sections and chapters may be relevant to your goods.
• Click Button 2 to view the Tariff Book and find the sections and chapters you’ve identified.
• Read all section and chapter notes relevant to your chapters. These may contain applicable exceptions. You can find notes at the beginning of each section and chapter in the Tariff Book.
• Read the Article Description column of your chapters carefully to determine headings and subheadings applicable to your goods.

**IMPORTANT 1:** You may find more than one description relevant to your goods. In this case it is advisable to have a tariff determination done. For a professional tariff code determination email us at info@importexportlicense.co.za or call 0861 0 87233.

• Once a code has been determined, it must be written in the shown format: Where a 7th and 8th digit (subdivision) is not provided by the Tariff Book .00 is used.

**IMPORTANT 2:** This document serves merely as a guide. Import Export License does not take any liability for any incorrect interpretation of this information.

To determine all import duties applicable to your tariff code, click Button 3 and consult our Import Duty Tax Look Up.

An example of the Tariff Book layout:

1. Find the description which matches your product
2. The first 6 to 8 digits of a Tariff Code is given here
3. Import Duty is listed here – for more information see our Duty Tax Look Up and our Import Duty & VAT calculator